Adding Value
with ACL GRC

At ACL, we like to think that the decision to
implement our audit, risk and compliance
management solution, ACL™ GRC, makes you and
your team happier, more productive and
ultimately, more valuable within your organization.
To validate our thinking, we asked
the Chief Audit Executives, Chief
Risk Executives and Chief
Compliance Executives using ACL
GRC what they thought.

Change is Easy
(-er than you think)

Change management can be difficult—from
selecting software and turning it on, to training
your team and getting buy-in, most of us would
cite change management as the biggest fear in
adopting modern technology.
ACL GRC customers by contrast, found
their initial experience WAY less intimidating.

61%

of leaders said the overall
change management related
to automating their
processes in ACL GRC was
“easy” or “very easy”

50%

deployed ACL GRC in
less than 15 days

EASY

80%

said learning to use
ACL GRC was “easy”
or “very easy”

70%

said their team was
comfortable using the
product in less than
30 days

“
”

We needed an
immediate
solution we
could trust.

Getting
Productive

Boosting productivity is one of the
central drivers for deploying software
to replace manual processes.
Leaders who have deployed
ACL GRC report significant time
savings in some of the most
tedious and administrative
areas of concern.

80%

Over
reported time
savings on
documentation and
reviewing process
by up to 40%

On average ACL GRC
shortens audit/
compliance cycles
by up to

20%

100%

of ACL GRC
customers say that they have
broadened their coverage—some
leaders report being able to nearly
double their output

More than 65% of
leaders reported a time
savings of up to

40%

when
generating needed
reports

25%

More than
of leaders reported time
savings equivalent to one
full-time employee over
the course of a year

10% of customers reduce the
time spent going back and
forth with other departments
on remediation of issues and
exceptions by more than

40%

Demonstrating
Value
Across Audit, Risk and Compliance
teams, putting work into context for
C-Suite executives is paramount. After
all, you can’t add value if you can’t
demonstrate that you’re monitoring risks
that actually matter to your stakeholders.
ACL GRC customers found that using
modern technology saved time,
freeing them to devote resources to
value-add projects.

20%
Customers are
now able to
spend more
time on
value-added,
strategic
projects—More
than 70% of
leaders reported
having up to
20% more time
to spend on
"above and
beyond" projects

50%
More than half of
ACL GRC
customers say
that it has
improved the
way their team
is perceived by
senior
management

62%
62% of ACL GRC
customers report
that using ACL
GRC has
improved the
value they are
able to deliver
to stakeholders

“

We are using a sophisticated audit
tool with professional-looking
visualization and time-saving
features which enhances our
credibility in the eyes of the
board and senior management

”

In Hindsight
After deploying ACL GRC, team leaders reflected on their decision
to implement ACL’s audit, risk and compliance management solution.

35%

26%

More than
said they initially bought
ACL GRC because it had
all the capabilities they
were looking for

What they didn’t expect
was the impact on
employee satisfaction

A further
said they picked the
software because it
seamlessly integrates
with ACL Analytics for
data analysis work

74%

report an increase in
employee satisfaction
with GRC in use

If you had to pick a single reason, why did you select ACL GRC?

Mobile
capabilities
were a huge
benefit

The intuitive
design meant
minimal
training

Zero maintenance model
(no expensive
upgrades,
hardware,
dedicated IT
personnel etc.)

The price
was right

We already
use ACL
Analytics so it
seemed like a
natural fit

It had all the
features and
functionality
we needed

2.9%
14.7%

Participants:

20.6% 23.5%
26.5%

35.3%

If given the
opportunity,
75% of GRC
customers
would
deploy a
year before
they did

